Introduction
Let f G : X G P> G , i"1, 2, be proper C maps between closed sets in Euclidean spaces. We call f and f R}L equivalent if there exist homeomorphisms : > P> and : X PX such that f "f . We call f triangulable if it is R}L equivalent to a PL map between closed polyhedra in Euclidean spaces.
Thom [5] conjectured that a so-called`Thom mapa, which Thom called une application stratixe & e sans e& clatement, is triangulable. In the present paper we solve the conjecture in a more general form. Partial solutions were given by Verona [6] , Teissier [4] and Proposition IV.1.10 in [3] .
A tube system +¹ H "( 
2H
is a C submersion into > H ;R.
Note that any Whitney strati"cation admits a strongly controlled tube system. An example of a C strati"cation which admits a strongly controlled tube system but is not a Whitney strati"cation is +the x-axis, +(x, y, z)3R : y"z sin x/z, zO0,,.
Let +X G H , H 2 I G 2 JH and +> H , H 2 I be C strati"cations of sets X and > in RL, respectively, such that dim X GH (dim X G>H and dim > H (dim > H> , and let f : XP> be a C map (i.e., the restriction to X of a C map fI between neighborhoods of X and >) such that each restriction f " 6GH is a submersion into > H . Let The theorem is proved by a theory developed in [3] and hence can be proved also in the semialgebraic, subanalytic and X categories. (See [3] for the de"nition of X.) (In the subanalytic and X cases, we argue in the CP category for a positive integer r). In the following proof we use integration of vector "elds. But we can avoid this in the above important special cases as shown in [3] . Note also that we can construct e!ectively a triangulation, i.e., polyhedra X and > and homeomorphisms : XPX and : >P> such that \ f is PL in the semialgebraic case. Hence the following assertion seems true.
Let k, l, m3N. The cardinal number of the R}L equivalence classes of all proper semialgebraic Thom maps between closed semialgebraic sets in RI whose graphs are de"ned by equalities or inequalities of l-polynomials of degree )m is bounded by some recursive function in variables (k, l, m).
For the proof it su$ces to "nd an e!ective method of choosing a , which induce triangulations of f " 6GH and then of f, by the above
. Here we choose triangulations of f " 6 C GH in the class of C. This is because a C triangulation has the advantage that it is stable, namely, for a C triangulation (K, h) of a set ZLRL, an approximation hK : K K PRL of h whose image remains Z is a C triangulation of Z [2] . Since this property does not hold in the case of general real-closed "eld, the theorem is an open problem in that case.
C Triangulations
In this paper, K and¸always denote simplicial complexes in some Euclidean space. Let "K" denote the underlying polyhedron of K. For a point x in "K", let st(x, K) denote the subcomplex of K generated by the simplexes containing x. We denote by KI the k-skeleton of K for a non-negative integer k. For a simplex or a manifold , Int and * denote the interior and the boundary of , respectively. If KL¸, the simplicial neighborhood N(K,¸) of K in¸is the smallest subcomplex of K whose underlying polyhedron is a neighborhood of "K" in "¸". If a subset = of "¸" is the underlying polyhedron of a subcomplex of¸, we call the subcomplex¸"
We call h a C imbedding if h and dh @ for all b3"K" are homeomorphisms onto their images. Let
for a small positive number c. We call hK a c-approximation of h. Let : K PK be a simplicial map between "nite simplicial complexes in RL. By induction on dim K we de"ne the mapping cylinder C ? (K , K ) of which is a simplicial complex in RL;RL;R and whose underlying polyhedron can be regarded as the mapping cylinder C ?
("K ", " K ") of the topological map : "K "P"K ". Let K and K be given in RL;0;0LRL;RL;R and 0;RL;1LRL;RL;R, respectively, and let K and K denote the barycentric subdivision of
"k and assume we have already de"ned the mapping cylinder C ?
(KI\ , K ). For 3K !KI\ , let a N denote the middle point of the barycenters of and of ( ) in RL;RL;1/2. We set
where a N * denotes the cone with vertex a N and base . We show some good properties of C ?
, and there is a natural simplicial map C ?
(K , K )PK , which is a retraction and carries the barycenter of a simplex of K and the above-mentioned a N to the barycenter of ( ). Given a commutative diagram of simplicial maps,
) is naturally and simplicially isomorphic to the barycentric subdivision¸of the cell complex
Hence we have a natural simplicial map¸PC ? (K , K ), which equals the identity map on "K ";0 and on "K ";1. Through this map we identify "C ? (K , K )" with the mapping cylinder of the topological map .
Let M be a subset of RL. We call M a C manifold possibly with corners of dimension m if it is
,. The key to the proof of the theorem is the following lemma, which is similar to Proposition I.3.20 in [3] . Proof of Lemma 1. We can assume that the given neighborhood is a neighborhood of Sing M in M. Recall the following assertion in the proof of Proposition I.3.20 in [3] .
Assertion. Let n'n be non-negative integers, let p : RL > PRL > be the projection onto the "rst n -factors, let : APRL > be a C imbedding of a "nite simplicial complex A, let (B, ) be a C triangulation of RL > such that \ p is PL, let C be a compact subset of RL > and let c'0 be a number. Then there exist a simplicial complex A and a C imbedding : A PRL > such that some subdivision of A is a subcomplex of A , the restriction
and \ p is PL, where A "+ 3A : ( )5C",. It is easy to see that h\(M) and h\(Sing M) are the underlying polyhedra of some subcomplexes of K. Set ;"h("N(K"
and we can assume ;5M!h("K")". (Here replace K with its barycentric subdivision if necessary.) Let +C G ,
, and the composite 
is a c-approximation of h for a su$ciently small c'0, and h"h J\ on h\(;). Then it su$ces to obtain (K J , h J ) with the corresponding properties. Subdividing "nely¸and then K J\ , we can assume that 
and let (B, )"(B I , I ), and C" J (C J ).
Thus the conditions in the assertion are satis"ed. Let : A PRK > be a resulting C imbedding. Here we apply the assertion to a su$ciently "ne subdivision of A and replace +C J , by its re"nement. Then we can assume " on a neighborhood of "+ 3A : h J\ ( )5C J "," in "A" and Int
and realize A and K [ J\ in some Euclidean space so that
Let E denote the barycentric subdivision of a simplicial complex E as always. Then the family
Shrink "A ", which is possible because Int ("A ")M J (C J ). Then this map h J is well-de"ned and a C imbedding by 8.8 in [2] 
Give a lexicographic order to H and H M so that (i, j)((i, j) if j(j or j"j and i(i.
A vector xeld v7 on +> H , consists of one C vector "eld v H on each > H . We call v7 controlled if for each pair j and j,
where ; H is some neighborhood of > H in "¹ H ". If only the former equality is assumed, we call v7 weakly controlled. We call a vector "eld v6"+v GH , on +X GH , controlled over v7 if the former equality of cv(¹ GH , ¹ GYHY ) for each pair (i, j) and (i, j), the latter for each pair (i, j) and (i, j), and the following equality for each (i, j) hold:
be the maximal C #ow de"ned by v H . Set "6 H and de"ne a map : P> by " H " H for each j. We call the #ow of v7. We call v7 locally integrable if is open in >;R and the #ow is continuous. Assume X and > are compact. Let 0( I\ 2 1 be numbers. Then for j )j , (1) the following set is a C submanifold possibly with corners of > J : 
The following set is a C manifold possibly with corners: 
It is easy to see existence of removal data for +¹ H , ¹ GH , GH Z& M . Indeed, it su$ces to choose + GH , so that 0(
and GH GYHY if (i, j)((i, j). (Only condition (6) is nontrivial. For each
and X GH ;R, respectively, by conditions (sc2) and (sc3). Hence (6) holds.)
In the case where f is proper and the connected components of > H are bounded in RL, we need to and can easily generalize the above de"nition of removal data. For each j, let +>A H , AZ H denote the family of the connected components of > H . Replace the above + GH ,, X GHGH , 2 with
and so on. Then the generalization is clear. We omit the details. If we undo the assumption that the connected components of > H are bounded, the generalization becomes complicated. See [3] for it. We need not consider this case in the present paper by the following lemma, whose proof we postpone to the Appendix because it is not in the main stream of the proof of the theorem. 
which are compact C manifolds possibly with corners. We want C triangulations (¸H, g
" is a PL map to "¸H". We call the property PL( j, j). (Proposition I.3.20 in [3] shows the existence. But we repeat the proof because we shall use the idea.)
We construct the triangulations by induction. If we apply Lemma 1 to the constant map >C P0, existence of (¸, g
) follows. Let 1)k )k )k be integers. Assume we have constructed (¸H, g H ) for all j with j(k and a C triangulation (¸I
Then shrinking the neighborhood we need to extend (¸I 
is the underlying polyhedron of a subcomplex of¸H Y . For a simplicial complex K, let K and K K denote the barycentric and some subdivisions of K, respectively.
We want to construct (not necessarily C)
is the underlying polyhedron of some subcomplex¸>
where
(This is shown in the proof of Corollary I.3.21 in [3] . We shall need the same procedure. 
) does not necessarily coincide with >C H . We will give a more precise construction of H later because we need another additional property.) Thus we have the required (¸>
which also are compact C manifolds possibly with corners. We will construct C triangulations (K GH , h GH ) of XC GH with the following three properties:
As in the case of >C H , we construct (K GH , h GH ) by induction. Existence of (K , h ) with (1) is clear by Lemma 1. 
In case (i), the arguments on the extension are the same as in the case of >C H , because we do not need consider (2) and because (1) follows from (1) for (i , j ) and (3).
Assume (ii). We easily see the following three facts. First the "ber product
is non-compact and hence does not admit a "nite simplicial decomposition.) Second, the restriction of the map (h GH , g H ) to some simplicial complex whose underlying polyhedron is that this polyhedron is a C triangulation of the "ber product XC
, which is a C manifold possibly with corners. Third, the restriction of
) is a C submersion onto a union of some connected components of the preceding manifold possibly with corners and, moreover, satis"es the conditions in Lemma 1. (Lemma 1 treats only compact sets, and the present sets are not compact. But the problem is only around the compact set
) is possible. Assume (iii) or (iv). In these cases, the preceding arguments do not work. Indeed, the given (K GH , h GH ) de"nes only a C triangulation of a neighborhood of XC GH For each (i, j)3H M , set 
For (i, j)3H, let (i, j) denote the minimum of the elements of H M greater than (i, j). Then
If j"k, GH is constructed as H . So assume j(k. To distinguish elements of H M , we call (i, j)(i , j ) and use the notation (i, j) for a general element. Since the problem is local around N GH , we assume Forget ¹
